THE POWER OF
MAGAZINE MEDIA
HOW MAGAZINES DRIVE CUSTOMER JOURNEYS
ON THE MODERN PATH TO PURCHASE

MAGAZINE BRANDS
TODAY REACH 9 OUT OF 10
CANADIAN ADULTS AND
WE HAVE MORE THAN
100 TITLES PER CAPITA—
MORE THAN ANY OTHER
DEVELOPED COUNTRY IN
THE WORLD.10

The “purchase funnel” and “customer journey” are nothing new in the media and
advertising business. Magazines have always excelled in engaging consumers.
But in recent years, online analytics have allowed a more nuanced picture of each
shopper’s “path to purchase” (P2P)—the individual customer journey to discover,
desire and buy products and services. Though some of today’s consumer
touchpoints and behaviours are evolving, magazines are more relevant in the
media mix than ever—here’s why.

Magazines: still the most
engaging media
Today, consumers prefer to engage with content that is relevant to their personal
passions and purpose, according to Google.1 Magazines have always been the
most personal of media, creating distinct communities of like-minded consumers
and speaking to readers in unique, individual ways.2
“Engagement” has become a buzzword associated with online media, but
engaging with content on paper is the real deal: neuroscience has proven that it’s
a slower and deeper kind of comprehension. On-paper readers are more focused
and remember more. Plus paper reading stimulates desires and drives sensory
and emotional involvement—all important factors in brand consideration and
buying decisions.3

MAGAZINES HAVE ALWAYS EXCELLED
AT AMPLIFYING THEIR READERSHIP
AND INFLUENCE, TOO: THE AVERAGE
IS FIVE READERS PER COPY.8
It’s easy to perceive, from the hype around viral content on
social media, that brands can bypass traditional media by going
consumer-direct. Yet analytics show that the Twitter, Instagram
and Facebook social media channels of magazine brands
themselves create more engagement overall than social media of
non-media brands:4
• More than 5x the engagement in the action and
adventure category
• More than 3x the engagement in the health and fitness
• More than 2x the engagement in travel; women’s fashion/
beauty; and men’s fashion/grooming/lifestyle

Magazines touch consumers
on their P2P journey
Think with Google says, “today, digital platforms and social
networks have changed the relationship between brands and
consumers.” Yet print newspapers and magazines (55%) are P2P
touchpoints as influential as Facebook (56%) and websites (59%).
And word of mouth (74%) and in-person store visits (69%) are
still more important P2P touchpoints—and the kind of behaviour
magazine-reading drives.1
Google coined the term “micro moments”: find, do, buy or
try moments created throughout the day on mobile platforms
while consumers text, chat or check in online: these are modern
consumer P2P touchpoints.5
Email newsletters, websites, video, social-media channels
and even loyalty programs—all recommended elements of a
marketing mix that can prompt micro moments—are part of the
content served by many magazine brands. Despite the Googleization of culture, current research shows that consumers still use
magazines more than websites and TV as a way to learn about
new products, try and buy new things, make decisions and get
valuable information to talk about with others.6
Micro-moments don’t just happen in front of a screen, either.
Beyond the instant-gratification of online content, a monthly
print magazine continues to grow its readership a full 10 weeks
after publication7—now that’s creating macro micro-moment
opportunities! Magazines have always excelled at amplifying
their readership and influence, too: the average is five readers
per copy.8

Money can’t buy you trust
(or editorial)
Editorial content is produced by journalists, artists
in various media or other professional creators. It is
meant to inform and entertain, not to sell something.
To readers, that trust is priceless. If an outside
advertiser, sponsor or other organization providing
payment or alternate consideration to your brand
(such as products, resources, in-kind or contra)
produces, directs, approves, reviews or modifies
the content, it is not editorial.

The real influencers
If word of mouth is the most influential touchpoint in the modern
consumer’s path to purchase1, then magazine readers are the real
influencers. Devoted magazine media users have wider real-life
social circles than internet, TV and radio users: they are tops in
recommending entertainment, technology, books and more to
their acquaintances, friends, colleagues and family.9 And print
and digital magazines deliver more early-adopter and influential
readers than social media, web, TV, radio or newspapers.10
Devoted magazine readers are also more active on social media
than the general population.11
The most recent Canadian data shows that 31% of magazine
readers had recently spoken or posted about an ad, product,
service or brand after seeing a magazine advertisement.12 Plus,
1 in 2 magazine readers searched online for a product, brand
or service that they saw advertised in a magazine, while 1 in 5
readers made a purchase as a result of a magazine advertisement.12
A recent U.S. study shows that magazine marketing works: 44%
of adults responded to a coupon oﬀer in a print magazine, 29%
responded to a free sample—print reply cards (7%) and QR
codes (6%) still outpaced the response to mobile experiences
(just 5% of adult readers).13

READERS STILL LOVE PRINT—EVEN
YOUNG READERS. A RECENT
CANADIAN SURVEY SHOWED
THAT MORE THAN TWO-THIRDS
OF MILLENNIALS HAD READ A
MAGAZINE IN THE LAST THREE
MONTHS, 86% OF THEM IN PRINT. 15

Canada is one of the most highly developed digital markets
in the world, with 33 million active internet users and 30.48
million unique mobile users among a population of about 36
million.17 While print is still the platform of choice for 55% of
magazine readers, 45% read print and digital (and just 8% of
those digital only).14
Print is still the most-trusted medium, earning the trust of 65%
of people.18 People prefer print reading for enjoyment, and say
that print is more pleasurable—73% prefer it to reading on an
electronic device.19

Magazines: essentials in
the media mix
Print still works: the proof
is black and white
According to the most recent Canadian data, in 2018, print
and digital magazines had a 72% reach in the Alberta market,
reaching 2.4 million readers.12 Magazines are not in decline: the
percentage of Canadian adults who read magazines has been
steady for almost a decade.14 Magazine brands today reach 9
out of 10 Canadian adults and we have more than 100 titles per
capita—more than any other developed country in the world.10
Readers still love print—even young readers. A recent Canadian
survey showed that more than two-thirds of millennials had read
a magazine in the last three months, 86% of them in print. 15
Adults under 35 and 25 are more likely to be magazine readers
than the general adult population.7 Other studies show that print
is still preferred by the majority of readers of all ages—
even millennials.16

The facts haven’t changed: advertising in magazines consistently
lifts brand awareness and purchase intent by 11%.20 Print and
digital magazines deliver almost triple the brand favourability
and brand purchase intent—the most sought-after metrics in
the purchase funnel, and considered the hardest behaviours to
sway—than online media does.21 When print is combined with TV
and/or online media, brand favourability doubles.21
And print (magazine and newspaper) readers are still some
of the most desirable consumers out there: they are likeliest
to have a household income of $150k+.22 Among so-called
“super influentials,” print magazines are almost twice as
popular as the internet.23
Of 22.6 Canadian print/digital magazine readers, 11.3 million also
accessed a digital issue, website, social media or e-newsletter.
In fact, 42% of magazine readers are cross-platform readers, and
70% of digital magazine readers use mobile devices to read.24
Bottom line: print produces the highest average ROI (Return on
Investment)25 and magazines produce the highest ROAS (Return
on Ad Spend)—higher than digital video, mobile, TV or display
ads: $3.94 per dollar spent.26

Ads are a beloved part of the
magazine experience
No consumer buys the fall issue of a fashion magazine just for the
photo spreads, or doesn’t want to discover decadent new wine
or goodies in a food magazine! You know ads are a treasured
part of the reading experience when 73% of readers regularly or
sometimes save magazine ads.27 Even better, more than half of
readers act on exposure to magazine ads.28
Magazine readers are more receptive to ads than website or
TV viewers, value magazine ads more and find magazine ads
more engaging than advertising in other media.29 In fact, more
consumers (45%) and marketers (55%) say print magazines are
their favourite place to look at an ad!30
Put your marketing messages where they are most welcome.
The most valuable print and digital magazine readers (the early
adopters and influencers) are twice as likely as web browsers and
four times as likely as social media users to say advertisements are
a good part of their media experience.31 Contrast that with the
fact that 51.5% of internet users think companies are too intrusive
on social media.32

MAGAZINE TRUST VS. FAKE NEWS
Trust is the firm belief in the reliability, truth, ability or strength
of someone or something. Magazines create professionally
researched, written, edited, produced and curated content
that readers can trust. And they do: 68% of people trust printed
magazines (vs. just 32% who trust digital news outlets and
19% who trust social media).34 That trust extends to magazine
advertisers, too: digital media generates 25 times as many
complaints to Advertising Standards Canada than magazines
do (less than 1% of ad complaints).35 At a time when 75% of
Canadians say they come across fake news, and 57% say they
have been taken in by a fake news item36, the trust magazines
have with their audiences is priceless.
Advertising Standards Canada recently introduced strong
disclosure guidelines for online influencers (on globs, social
media and video) who accept payment or gifted items and
experiences from brands—because that type of activity is
considered “advertising” (not editorial content).37 For social
media, it recommends specific, transparent hashtags like #ad,
#sponsored, #[brand]_Ambassador and #[brand]_Partner, used
clearly and conspicuously, before all other hashtags in posts, and
within audio/visual content and written descriptions for videos. It
also endorses the use of features like Instagram’s Paid Partnership
and YouTube’s Paid Promotion in commercial partnerships. On
blogs, the guidelines say disclosure of brands should be made
before any provided URL links.

MAGAZINES HAVE THE HIGHEST
ADVERTISING ACCEPTANCE RATE OF
ANY MEDIUM, AT 76%. CONSUMERS
APPRECIATE A HEALTHY BALANCE OF
ADS (ABOUT 54% OF THE PAGES) TO
EDITORIAL (46%).33
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